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FOREWORD
Preliminary Edition

The waters of the San Francisco Bay Delta - Estuary Complex,
as with waters of any similar complex which range from those of
relative high salinity to low, virtually fresh water, contain
organisms which have been able to survive because of their ability
to withstand fluctuations in salinity. Most of the keys which are
available to help identify specimens tend to be restricted to
either coastal highly saline or inland fresh water species. Biolo-
gists working in brackish estuarine waters frequently find it dif-
ficult to identify species without utilizing a wide assortment of
keys,

The purpose of this key is to aid in identifying the more
common invertebrate ai,d vertebrate forms found in the San Fransicso
Bay - Delta - Estuary Complex. Prepared by Jim Shettler, a great
many sources have been used in an attempt to identify the more prev-
alent organisms. Even as the key was being prepared, many forms
not included were being recognized as important in these waters.
Such problems are to be expected, and, though frustrating to the
author, should be recognized by all using this key. In order to
meet the publication deadline, they are not included but will be in
the first revision. As the key becomes "field tested" and additional
forms identified, it will be revised.

As the users of this key, you can assist in future revisions
which will be necessary if the process of monitoring the life forms
in these waters is to be simplified and the results of the identifi-
cations considered valid. As you identify forms not included,
carefully preserve the specimen and note when and where the organism
was collected. You are encouraged to prepare the diagrams of
organisms you encounter to be included in the future revisions of
this key. Your contributions, and those of the many students
involved in the monitoring program of Project MER, will result in a
key which future students and biologists can use in local ecological
studies.

George J. Castellani
Director, Project MER



FOREWORD

Since the limited circulation of the preliminary edition
of this key, many individuals have offered assistance to Jim Shettler,
and their suggestions are encorporated in thistfirst edition.

In the preparation of a key such as this, much time must be devoted
to the laborious but necessary task of reducing and touching up diagrams.
This is a tedious job and we are grateful to Dr. Gene Cheung, for the
many hours she devoted preparing many of the diagrams for publication.

Special appreciation is extended to Mrs. Wyn-Miller of the Contra
Costa Department of Education who is responsible for touching up many
of the diagrams in this publication and typing the manuscript.

Margaret Lynn Siri, a senior at John F. Kennedy High School in
Richmond, has prepared eight line drawings of commcn invertebrates.
Her drawing of enago itancisconum appears on the cover.

Dr. Cheung, who has a Ph.D. in Zoology and is a graduate of Davis,
is very familiar with the local waters and has contributed several short
keys and diagrams of several organisms to this publication.

The California Department of Fish and Game has supplied us with
copies of out-of-date publications containing drawings of organisms for
inclusion in the key for which we are grateful.
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KEY TO THE ANIMAL PHYLA

la. Animals with backbones (includes vertebrates)
usually fishes CHORDATES

lb. Animals without backbones (invertebrates) 2

2a. Microscopic animals; the head appears to have
two rotating wheels ROTIFERA

2b. Without rotating wheels 3

3a. With jointed legs and antennae (crustaceans). . . . ARTHROPODS

3b. Without jointed legs 4

4a. With shells; as in snails, clams and oysters . . . 11

4b. Without shells (or worm-like and living in
hard tubes) 5

5a. Animals spongy; many small (pin size) openings
evenly dispersed over the surface (sponges) PORIFERA

5b. Not as in 5a 6

6a. Small animals, body less than 5 mm with a
circle of tentacles around the mouth,
usually attached to rocks or plants
(jellyfish belong to this group) COELENTERATA

6b. Not as in 6a 7

7a. Animals with size and appearance of gooseberries,
transparent (the comb jellies) CTENOPHORA

7b. Not as in 7a 8

8a. Leathery, round, with two openings; attached
with short stalks (tunicates) CHORDATA

8b. Not as in 8a 9

9a. Animals shaped like torpedoes with rounded fins
(arrow worms) CHAETOGNATHA

9b. Animals worm-like (sometimes found in hard tubes) . . 10

10a. Body flattened (flatworms) PLATYHELMINTHES

10b. Body segmented; many segments with bristles
and flattened lateral lobes; some are tube
worms (segmented worms) ANNELIDA

lla. Body covered with several.overlapping shells;
attached to rocks or pilings (barnacles) ARTHROPODA

lib. Shells coiled or dish-shaped or bivalved (two
sides) - (clams, snails, limpets, oysters and
mussels) MOLLUSCA



PORIFERA

(Sponges)

Sponges are a primitive form of life found in our local
waters. There is a great variety in the shape and color of
sponges which make it difficult to give a general description of
their morphology.

The simplist and smallest forms are represented.by GAantia
which inhabit quieter fresh waters. Marine forms are generally
found in larger colonies forming irregular balls or look like
small trees with larger, thick branches. Close examination with
a hand lens will reveal the many openings- and pores through
which water flows. One often finds forms of sponges which
encrust in thin layers on rocks or in shells of mollusks.

Many marine sponges found in our bay have needle or starlike
calcium particles within their "skin" referred to as spicules.
If a. piece of the sponge is immersed in a strong base such as
potassium hydroxide, the "flesh" sill dissolve and the spicules
may be isolated and observed under the microscope. Frequently,
biologists prepare spicule preparations to make certain of the
identification of the sponges.



e.

PORIFERA

Many sponges exist in the BayDeltaEstuary Complex. At the
present time, we do not have the necessary diagrams for inclusion.



COELENTERATA
(Coelenterates)

The coelenterates are readily identified by their
jelly-like bodies, cup shape and radial symetry. They
lack heads and segmentation of the body and tentacles,
armed with stinging-cells called nematoblasts, are used
for trapping smaller organisms and forcing them in the
main opening called the mouth.

There are two major forms which predominate in the
bay-delta-estuary complex. The smaller forms which appear
as a small plant to the naked eye are called potyp. These
are usually found attached to pilings and rocks.

X

The free-swimming form, commonly referred to as the
mechaa include the jelly fish and have the basic body pattern
illustrated below.



COELENTERATES

KEY TO THE MOST COMMON COELENTERATES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY-DELTA-ESTUARY
Prepared by Gene Cheung, Ph.D.

la. Small free-swimming jellyfish, 1/2 to.2 inches in diameter,
found floating frequently in bay waters. Definite red spots
on tentacles Potymch-bs

lb. Attached coelenterate forms - 2

2a. Sea anemones, alone or in clusters, commonly on pilings and
floats, colors brown, white or greenish Me ti.dium

2b. Small colonial attached forms 3

3a. Feeding heads (hydranths) mostly contained within a thin, Group of
transparent, bell-shaped covering; colony form bushy with fine hydroids
branches including:

Gonothpmea
Obetia
,eCampanutaAia

3b. Heads not covered with a thin, transparent cap 4 -

4a. Heads with two circlets of tentacles; colony in large clusters
usually on pilings at low tide levels TubutaAia

ctocea
4b. Heads with a single circlet of tentacles; colony low in form

spreading over the surfa':e of attachment 5. -.

5a. Stalks with a clear, transparent outer layer or coat (theca)
found in fresh or brackish water only

5b. Stalks without transparent outer coat, found at low tide in
marine situations

Potyoachi6 penicalatus

/X

Gonothylutea.

7X

Tabutania ciweect

1)

9/o

Cmdytophona

Ctava 'pp.

Cotdijtopliona tacu6t'a.,6

3X

Ceava Zeptostyta

.3X



CIENOPHORA
(Comb Jellies)

Swimming ctenophores are easily recognized in a jar
of sea water by the iridescent sparkling of the combs
(hair structures on the side of the body) and by the eight
pairs of paddle-like structures which are used to paddle
around. They are easily distinguished from the Medusa
Coelenterates in that there are never any tentacles
present.

IX

11



PLATYHEYINTHES
(Flatworms)

The flatworms are frequently found among rocks, plant
roots or as parasites! of other organisms.

They are simple in internal structure. Externally,
they appear flattened and'vary considerably in length.

Flatworms are conveniently divided into three classes
which reflect basic structural differences and modes of
living.

Class: Turbellarians -- These include the free-
living forms you will most frequently
encounter. Hanaitia are typical fresh
water forms. Marine forms are frequently
colorful. Unlike Ptanakia, the head is
not as clearly defined.

Class: Trematodes,-- Commonly called flukes, all
members of this class are.parasitic.
Frequently external parasitic flukes can
be found in the gills of fish.

Class: Cestoda -- These are the common tapeworms
whose bodies are composed of units called
pugtottidz, frequently mistakenly called
segments, Strictly parasitic, you may find
tapeworms in the gut of fish when you
undertake a fish gut analysis to study the
feeding habits of various fish.

+ + + + + + + +

Although free-living flatworms are known to exist in the
San Francisco Bay-Delta-Estuary Complex, none have been identi-
fied at the present time. As species are identified, they will
be included in future editions.

13?



ROTIFERA
(Wheel Animals)

The rotifers represent a group of small invertebrates
which range from a few millimeters to microscopic. They
may be taken in plankton trawls or observed in a jar of
sea water. The most distinctive characteristic of this
group is the cilia lined "wheel orgen" at the mouth end of
the animal which circulates the water and aids in trapping
smaller organisms for food.' The posterior end may be
attached to a rock or plant.

Typical rotifer forms are illustrated below:

10X

+ + + + + + + + ++

Altholigh free-living rotifers are known to exist in the
San Francisco Bay-Delta-Estuary Complex, none have been identi-
fied at the present time. As species are identified, they will
be included in future editions.



CHAETOGNADA
(Arrow Worms)

The Chaetognatha are strictly a marine group of
organisms. Their bodies are torpedo-shaped and small,
20 to 70 mm long. "Fins" are found on the sides and tail
and the head has bristles surrounding the mouth. Un-
segmented and transparent, Arrow Worms tend to surface
at night but are also found attached to algae or rocks
in shallow water.

IX

17//3



VOLLUSCA
(Molluska)

The mollusks are a group of animals which have under-
gone great diversity in their evolution, as they have
adapted to a wide range of habitats.

Taxonomists have divided the mollusks into five major
classes. Only three classes contain major residents of
the Bay-Delta-Estuary complex:I"

Class: Scaphopoda (Tooth Shells)

Class: Amphineura (Chitons)

Class: Gastropoda (Univalves - Snails, Sea Slugs,
Limpets)

Class Pelecypoda: (Bivalves - Clams, Mussels, Oysters)

Class Cephalopoda: (Squids and Octopi)

19 0



MOLLUSCA

CLA§A GASTIIVPODA
lUNIVALVES)

LIMPETS

aepidaa convexa

The Gray Slipper Shell. Approximately 20 mm long, it is grayish
green with specks of color. The interior of the shell is mottled
brown with an attached shelf that is white. They are often found
on clams and seaweed.

Acmea petta

These limpets have a cotiical shell with no holes in them. The
outside pattern is usually varied with radiating bands of
checkerboard-like appearance. The interior usually has some
bluish coloring and a dark stain at the center.

tedge

DiepiduLa convexa

21
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SNAILS

MOLLUSCA

CLASS GASTROPODA
(UNIVALVES)

Zamettoza

This snail is quite variable in shape; some are almost entirely
smooth, and others show the layers which give the snail its name.
Shells are usually light brown, sometimes with white bands, and
occasionally light lavender or pinkish shells may be found.

Na! z aft-Luz o bz o tetws

Up to 20 mm long, this snail is extremely abundant in San Fran-
cisco Bay. The top is usually blunt or eroded and the surface
is black and the shell markings are difficult to discern.

Litto;tina 4cutaata

The shell is small and oval with a fairly smooth surface with
rounded whorls and a spire of medium heigth. The shell is dark
gray to gray purple with a narrow purple band lining the central
inner lip of the opening.

Thai o tam ettoz a

lx

Na6 4 axica, ob4 °taw) Latotina 4 cladsto.

22
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MOLLUSCA

CLASS PELECYPODA
(BIVALVES)

MUSSELS

MytitAvs edutbs (Bay Mussel)

This Bay Mussel is smooth and purplish black. It is.found along
bay shores and on pilings usually attached by strong fibrous
strings.

MytZews cat,q0Anianws (Sea Mussel)

Valves elongated, purple in color, covered with a black, glossy
periostracum; marked with faint concentric lines. Two muscles.
Umbo at extreme end. Meat bright orange. Size up to 8 inches.
The Sea Mussles are found attached to rocks, sometimes in great
mats, by the byssus. They live between tide lines where they
are exposed to the full force of the surf. Distribution
generally limited to waters near the Bay entrance.

Myti-ews edutiz

1X
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MOLLUSCA

ModiotuA demi.Abws (Ribbed Mussel)

Most abundant in the southern part of the Bay, the Ribbed Mussel is brown
with prominent radiating ribs, and may grow to a length of nearly five
inches. Note that the end of the shell projects beyond the apex (see

arrow.)

Modiaws Azaws (Horse Mussel)

Umbos near but not at the extreme end. Valves brownish and either bearded
or markedly ribbed. The meat is orange or reddish. The Horse Mussles are
solitary species, generally found partly buried and anchored securely by
the byssus in sandy mud or gravel.

Modiotws demi.66

1X
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MOLLUSCA

OYSTERS

0AtAect tuAida (Native Oyster)

This oyster is found settling on rocks, pilings and the shells
of other clams. Valves irregular in shape, circular or
elongated, sometimes scalloped at the edges, dark gray or
blackish. Under valve (left) cupped, upper flat. Seldom exceeds
2 inches.

CAauoAtkea viAginica (Virginian Oyster)

Shell widens gradually from a narrow pointed beak. Upper valve
smallest and flattest with leaf-like scales of shell, lower
valve deeply cupped. Exterior of shell a dingy, leaden color.
Interior of shell a shiny white with black muscle scar. On
our coast length to about six inches. Differs from both other
species of oysters by having black muscle scars.

04tAea. twa.da

25
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CLAMS

MOLLUSCA

CaAdium co.k,bi,s (Heart Cockle)

Valves strongly arched, symmetrical, with prominent radiating
ribs and grooves which interlock at the edges as in the scallop.
The siphons are very short. The mantle margins are fused at two
points to form siphon openings. This species attains a size of
2-3/4 inches. The Heart Cockle is found on the tide flats in
inlets and bays and also on sand and gravel beaches. These
cockles live on the surface or just beneath it. They are active
diggers but their short siphons do not allow them to burrow to
any great depths.

Saxidomm nuttatei (Washington Clam)

Shell oval, outside surface with numerous strongly defined con-
centric growth lines. Color, outside brownish white; inside
white, slightly tinged with purple near the siphonal end. Siphons
united, long and retractile. Crows to a length of 9 inches.
The Washington Clam lives at a depth of 8 to 10 inches in the
mud flats of all bays and inlets from Alaska to San Diego.

CaActi.uni

IX
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VOLLUSCA

Chione guct<ipLaga, Chime undatetea, Ch one zuccincta (Hard-Shell Cockles)

Compact rounded valves with radiating and concentric ridges. Short
united siphons. Shells covered ny a thin gray periostracum. They
reach a size of 2 to 2-1/2 inches. These clams live just under the
surface in firm sand or sandy mud in bays and inlets. The siphonal
ends of the valves are sometimes visible.

Macoma na6uta,'(Bent Nose Clam)

These two clams are similar. Both of them have flattened shells that
are chalky and more or less oval in outline. M. naisuta (the Bent Nose
Clam, see diagram below) can approach 50 mm in length and the ligament
(the valve hinge) is slender. The valves are bent to the right (see
arrow on diagram.) M. inconoicua is smaller (less than 25 mm) and the
valve is not bent as in M. nazuta. They both frequent bottoms where
mud is mixed with sand.

SchizothaeAto nuttattii (Gaper)

Valves thin, cannot close completely, curved outward at the end to
accommodate the siphons. Siphons large, covered with heavy, dark skin
and tipped with two horny plates. Umbos toward anterior end of shell.
Grows to 8 inches in length and 4 pounds in weight. The Gaper lives
in the mud bottoms of the Bay.

Chia ne undateita

1X

Il,facarna ne.th wto.

ix
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Schizothautto nuttattbi.
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NOLLUSCA

Mya akenaAia (Soft Shell Clam)

On bay shores, often in mud that is unpleasantly dirty. 'A dingy gray,
fragile-shelled clam with a thick stubby siphon is the Soft Shell Clam.
This siphon cannot be retracted completely back within the valves
(shells.) It usually lies deeply buried with only its siphon near the
surface.

Tagettus caei6oAnianu6 (Jackknife or Razor Clam)

Valves 3 to 4 times as long as wide. Strongly arched, almost forming
a cylinder. Umbos central, siphons separate and long. Color, white
or grayish; dull brownish "skin." Size up to 4 inches. This species
lives in a smooth-lined permanent burrow, 15 to 16 inches deep, in
quiet bays with a fairly stable bottom.

Petkicota phoZadiiwuniA (Rock Borer)

Approximately 60 mm long, this. Rock Borer is often found boring into
clay and soft rocks. There are several strong, radiating ribs at the
front end, but they are numerous, crowded, and fine throughout the
rest of the shell.

Mya am.ruvtia

lx
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Petnic.ota photadL6couni,s
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MOLLUSCA

Pkotothaca 4taminea

The Common Littleneck Clam. It has radiating ribs and less prominent,
concentric ridges. The color is highly variable from grayish to a
pale brown.

-

)))

Put:Ithaca starnirtea

2X
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MOLLUSCA

Cmbicuta gaminea

More than 10 mm long and very thick in cross section. It has very heavy
valves (shells) that appear to be covered by a dark colored "skin." They
abound in low salinity and fresh waters. Frequently used by fishermen as
bait. Shells may be found in unusual locations.

Pizidium zpp.

Small clam--less than 20 mm, not common.

Gemma gemma

A small, shiny clam--less than 5 mm, very common in this Bay. The shell is
no longer than it is high. It is somewhat triangular in.outline. The shell
is white with a purple tinge and the margin of the inner edge is finely
notched.

Tape's isemidemozata (Japanese Littleneck)

Elongate, oval valves ornamented by well defined, radiating ribs and less
prominent concentric ridges. Radiating ribs particularly heavy and conspic-
uous at posterior end. Inside ventral margins of shell smooth. Pallial
sinus extending less than halfway to anterior muscle scar. Hinge ligament
external, prominent. Color highly variable, mostly yellowish or buff with
geometric patterns of wavy brown or black lines and blotches on sides.
Attains a length of three inches. Differs from other littlenecks by short
pallial sinus, extending less than halfway to anterior muscle scar, and
from chiones in the very prominent radiating ribs and rounded pallial sinus.
There are many differences of opinion among systematists on the proper genus
in which to place this clam. It has been called TapeAs, Venekupiis, Paphia
and Pitotothaca, but seems best fitted to Tapes.

Cokbicaa guminea

IX

Raidium bpp.

IX
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MOLLUSCA

Spizuta cataLiioAmi..6

Valves thin, particularly at the edges except in very old specimens
where the ventral margin appears thick and laminated. A dull,
yellowish-brown periostracum covering the shell where not eroded.
Shell ornamented by a single raised rib radiating from the umbo at
the posterior end, and numerous, fine, concentric growth lines. Differs
from Hemphill's Dish Clam by having a slightly rounded dorsal slope;
from the California Mactra by having a rather smooth outer shell along
the posterior margin and from the Gapers by being able to close tightly
along all margins.

Ckyptomya catiioknia

A small (15 to 50 mm) irregular mya-like clam found nestling in rock
holes and crannies or burrowing in gravel around worm tubes; it varies
much in shape.

SpiAuta. catiiii:4counie

IX
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Cityptomya caLL4coutia
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ANNELIDIA
(Annelids or Segmented Worms)

The annelids are clearly recognizable by their ring-
like segments of the body. Unlike the common earthworm, an
annelid, most marine worms called polychaeta, have body
parts which extend out from their long, slender bodies.

The marine polychaeta can be divided into two groups
on the basis of their methods of locomotion. They are the
Tube Worms, which generally remain in a sand or lime tube
which they secrete and the Errant, which are free-swimming.

Tube Polychaeta:

Errant Polychaeta:

Not very abundant in the
bay waters.

Many are distinctive by the
paired, fleshy lobes called
pcmapodia which extend from
the segments.

33/.0



ANNELIDIA

CLASS POLYCHAETA

Species identification of the errant polychets is extremely difficult.
Field identification of .6amitiez is not too difficult. The following
characteristics of several families of polychets and accompanying figures
of specimen found in the San Francisco Bay-Delta-Estuary Complex will assist
in identification by family.

FAMILY NEREIDAE

Worms, four pair of eyes. About the mouth there are your pair of small,
fleshy projections called cilthi. At anterior end is found a flesh projection
called the phanynx. It is armed with a pair of jaws for catching prey.

Examples:

FAMILY NEPHTYIDAE

N, filituuta

In the Bay the most common Nephtyidae is Nephty4 caecoidez. The body is not
divided into regions. From each segment extends a pair of fleshy lobes (parapods)
with rather stiff hair-like structures called zetae. There are no large projec-

tions from the anterior end.

Example:

Nephtya caecoidea

35



ANNELIDIA

CLASS POLYCHAETA

FAMILY GLYCERIDAE

Burrowing worms frequenting mud flats. The anterior end (prostamium)
is conical. The pharynx is very large, cylindrical, and can be extended
by the worm. This modification of the pharynx, called the pAabo6ciz, is
armed with at least four jaws for snaring prey. The body typically is
divided into two regions based on modification of appendages.

Example:

Rycinde anmig eiza.

FAMILY SPIONIDAE

The tip of the anterior end has two long tentacle-like structures called
patp6 which characterizes this family. The body is not divisible into distinct
regions.

Example:

Potydcma LEgni

FAMILY CAPITELLIDAE

Superficially resembles an earthworm, but the body is not clearly divisible
into regions. The body tapers at both ends.

Caps tetta capitata

A local form. Is blood red and approaches 125 mm in length.

Calultetea capitata

36



ARTHROPODA
(Arthropods - Jointed-Legged Animals)

The arthropods represent the phylum with the greatest
number and variety of organisms. Included in this
phylum are the insects, spiders and crustaceans. All

the organisms in this group characteristically possess
jointed legs, a hard exoskeleton and a segmented body.

Of the several classes of arthropods which exist,
the most important in the aquatic environment belong
to the CLASS CRUSTACEA. These organisms are character-
ized as having a head with two pair of antennae. The
body typically has a hard exoskeleton with a rigid plate
over the thorax called the carapace. The number of legs
vary in the different orders, but typically, they are
modified for food getting (claws present), walking, swim-
ming and respiration.

The following diagram, A Division of the Class
Crustacea, lists the major SUB-CLASSES and ORDERS which
you will find in the San Francisco Bay Delta Estuary
Complex as you undertake biological sampling.

37/38



CRUSTACEA

A DIVISION OF THE CLASS CRUSTACEA

SELASS ORDER

BRANCHIOPODA (Branchipods)

OSTRACODS (Mussel or Seed Shrimps)

COPEPODS (Copepods)

CIRRIPEDIA (Barnacles)

MALACOSTRACA (Malacostricans)

ANOSTRACA (Fairy and Brine Shrimps)

CLADOCERA (Water Fleas)

OTHERS

MYSIDACEA (Ghost or Opossum Shrimp)

ISOPODA (Sowbugs)

AMPHIPODA (Scuds, Sand Fleas and Beach Hoppers)

HYPERIIDEA (Big-eyed Scuds)

GAMARIDS (Scuds)

41

CAPRELLIDS (Skeleton Shrimp)

DECAPODA (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)
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SUBORDER - NANTANTIA (Shrimp)
741"

SUBORDER - REPTANTIA (Lobsters and Crayfish)

- Several for the many crab types



ARTHROPOD,-

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS BRANCHIOPODA (Branchipods)

ORDER - Cladocera (Water Fleas)

Bosmina tongiAD4tA,Lo

Planktonic and small (2 to 3 mm), these water fleas have a body
that is encased in a semitransparent shell. They use at least

one pair of antennaes for swimming. One pair of antennae forms
a beak (arrow).

Diaphanosoma bruchyukum

Planktonic and small (8 to 1.2 mm), no long spines on head or
abdomen.

Daphnia putex

Planktonic and small (2 to 4 mm), very small antenna.

Leptodona kindtii

Boz mina to nginostiti.6

10X

V.i.aphanoboma bnachyultum

10X

41

DapItn-La putex

1 OX

Leptodot:a.

10X



ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS COPEPODS (Copepods)

Aectiuti_a clauzi

Small plankton (less than 1.5 mm) with an elongated body. Four
definite segments behind head. (Appendages and antennae not
shown in figure.)

Cyclopz ve,tna,e-bs

Generally found in plankton samples. ? as illustrated, has egg
sacs observed on posterior. Size range from 2 to 4 mm. Most
numerous nearer fresh water portion of bay.

Oithona .opp.

The body is very transparent with reddish pigment distributed
throughout. Small plankton (less than 1 mm.) Large paired egg
sacs on females. Five segments behind head.

Acaiutta ctau.6.1..

10X

Cyclops veAmaas

10X
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Oitho na .6 pp.

10X



ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS COPEPODS (Copepods) (Continued)

EuteApina (0.)

Small plankton (less than 1 mm.) Tends to be found more to the
seaward end of the bay.

Diaptomuz novamexicanu4

The first antenna is as long as the body. Small plankton
(1 to 3 mm.) Rarely found further west than Suisun Bay, most
frequently found near Pittsburg and Antioch.

Eutaping (4)0. )

I OX

Diaptomu6 no vamexicanus

10X

SUBCLASS CIRRIPEDIA (Barnacles)

"Wawa op.

These barnacles are usually attached -- B. ckenatia is usually
found under rocks, whereas B. imptovata is found in bays or
brackish water at river mouths. A larval form of this animal
is often found in plankton samples (these are microscopic.)

Wawa Opp.

1X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Mal Acostracans)

ORDER - Mysidacea (Ghost or Opossum Shrimp)

WeOmoiA awatschen4Ls, N. melt.cedih

These opposum shrimp are relatively large plankton.
N. meAcedLs reaches 15 mm and N. witatschenz-bs reaches 10 mm.
The latter shrimp also has a black pointed rostrum (see arrow.)

Neomy4.1.4 awatachenzi6, N. mence.diz
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Malacostracans)

ORDER - Isopoda (Sowbugs)

idothea (Pentidotea) wosnueukii

This isopod is found on seaweed primarily and is usually the
same color as the seaweed. Approximately 1.2 cm long. All
of the feet have claws that hold this animal to the seaweed.

Gnmirnosphavtoma okegonenisa

This pillbug-like isopod is found commonly on the rocks or shells
during a low tide. It is dark with variable patterns on its back.
This species has a rounded margin on its uropod (see arrow) which
differentiates it from S. pentodon below. Both species will roll
into a ball just as a pillbug will.

Sphaeltoma pentadon

Very similar to G. ougonema shown in drawing. However, this
species has uropods (see arrow) that have large teeth on their
margins. S. pentodon is frequently found burrowing into soft
rock and it will roll into a ball when you pick it up.

Idothea Pentidatea ) woz nee en6

3X GnotimoAphavulma Megan enz

5X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Ma1acostracans)

ORDER - Ispoda (Sowbugs)

Ligia occidentaLbs

A larger, common isopod frequenting the higher zones in rocky
areas. In this species of Ligia, the distance between the
eyes approximates the size of the eyes and uropods (rear
appendages) are much longer than broad.

3X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Malacostracans)

ORDER Amphipoda (Scuds, Sand Fleas and Beach Hoppers)

Micuputopuz app.

This "scud" is very common in plankton samples. Approximately
75 mm in length, it is somewhat greenish and swims by moving
its legs very rapidly.

Itaaoputo pus zpp.

20X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Maiacostracans)

ORDER Decapoda (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)

Suborder - Nantantia (Shrimp)

aago (0.)

Gray shrimp, 5 to 6 cm long. Ckago 6,tauci)scoitum

is uniform gray. Dup. nigkicanda has a big black spot
on the tail, and aagp nig/Lomacaata has a black spot
on the side of the abdomen.

Pa aemon macudactytto

This introduced shrimp is similar to aago but is easily
distinguished by its large second walking leg (see arrow.)

Pataemon macudactifeas

2X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Malacostracans)

ORDER - Decapoda (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)

Suborder - Remaining suborders

Hemignapsiz otegonenziA

This small crab (to 8 cm across) is found in muddy
banks especially under rocks. It is a dull green.

HemignapsiA nude,,

Closely related, but easily distinguished from
H. otegonen&bs by the reddish purple spots on its
claws and absence of hair on its legs.

Packyg/upsuz cAzazipe's

The Lined Shore Crab is often seen hiding among the
rocks. The back is greenish with reddish or purplish
stripes and the large claws are reddish on top.

Heinignapsiz on.egonenstis

1-1/2X

Hentigupsi,s nudua

PachygAapsuz eica64ipes

1/4X
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ARTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA (Malacostracans)

ORDER - Decapoda (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)

Subord3r - Remaining suborders

Conceit. magisteiL

The Dungeness Crab. This crab is reddish but its
pinchers are without the darker coloration found on
other species. The tenth tooth from the eye (see
arrow) is at the widest part of the back (carapace.)

Cancels magiisteA

1/3X
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PRTHROPODA

CLASS CRUSTACEA

SUBCLASS MVALACOSTRACA (Malacostracans)

ORDER - Decapoda (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)

Suborder - Remaining suborders

Pagutuz hiA4utiuzadlo

These little hermit crabs can be seen scurrying along
the bottom carrying their borrowed snail shell. This
particular species has its antennae the same color as
its body -- usually black or green.

Cattiancaut catiplaenza

This is a burrowing, pink "ghost shrimp" whose burrows
are raised on low conical hills. It is large (up to
15 cm.)

Pagww.a hiMu.ttuacaws

IX

Catei_anaoz a cati lioiciens Ls

IX



CHORDATA

The chordates represent the highest evolved group of
animals. Among this group are the more primitive forms
PROTOCHORDATES, which are relatively few in numbers and
strictly aquatic. The major members of this phylum are
the VERTEBRATA which include those organisms with backbones.
With the exception of some mammals such as whales, seals,
(and on occasion man as the result of his technology), the
major classes of vertebrates found in the aquatic environ-
ment are the fishes. Great numbers and varieties frequent
the waters of the San Francisco Bay - Delta - Estuary
Complex and are frequently taken in seines when surveying
pelagic populations.

There are several methods of dividing the CHORDATES
into groups or taxonomic divisions. The diag.-am on the
following page, Major Groups of Chordates Found in the
San Francisco Bay - Delta - Estuary Complex, is one method
of dividing the chordates and has been adopted for use in
this key.



CHORDATES

SUBPHYLUM UROCHORDATA OR TUNICATES
(ASCIDIANS SEA SQUIRTS OR SEA GRAPES)

KEY TO THE MOST COMMON TUNICATES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY-DELTA-ESTUARY
Prepared by Gene Cheung, Ph.D.

la. Individuals occur singly 2

lb. Many individuals in a common matrix 3

2a. Body covering (test) is a clear gelatinous mass; body directly
attached to substrate Ciona

2b. Body covering a tough but smooth membrane, gray to greenish,
body directly attached MoZguta

2c. Body covering wrinkled into longitudinal folds, often
warty looking at top; body elongated and attached by a stalk
to substrate; color tan to reddish-brown Styaa

3. Many small individuals (2 to 4 mm) in a stiff gelatinous
matrix which may be a low encrusting mat or lobed up from
the substrate. Individuals vary in color from gray to black
and red-brown to orange. Water intake aperture large, with-
out teeth, lobes, or pointed "tongue" at edge

Ciona zp.

lx

Motgata manhattenza

lx

Stye-ea

IX

5515(

Dipeosoma

Dipeosoma

/X



CHECKLIST OF INVERTEBRATES INCLUDED IN THIS KEY

PORIFERA Pelecypoda

Mussels
COELENTERATA

Mytitus eduLis
Potyotch,is Mytitus catiioknianus
Meth. .um Modiotus demLssca.

Hydroids including the Mod lotus tectua
geni:

Gonothylmea Oysters
°bet&
Campanatatia 0st/tea tuAida

acasostua vaginica
TubmearLia cucea
CoAdyeophma
Ctava app.

CTENOPHORA

PLATYHELMINTHES

ROTIFERA

CHAETOGNATHA

Arrow worms

Chae,tognath

MOLLUSCA

Scaphopoda

Amphineura

Gastropoda

Snails

Clams

Candium cmbis
Saxi.domua nuttatti

Chinoe spp. including:
C. guctiptaga
C. andatetta
C. succincta

Macoma nazuta, M. inconapicua
Schizothamo nuttaMi
Mya akenania
Tagato cai4otnianus
Petkicota photadi0Armis
Cotbicuta guminea
Pisidium spp.
Gerona. gemma

Tapes sewidecussata
Ptotothaca staminea
Spizuta catitei6comi4
ayptymya caei4oknia

ANNELIDIA

Nereidae

Nephtyidae
Nephtys caecoiders

Tha,i4 Zamettosa Glyceridae
NcusaAila. obaotetta Gtycinde a/Niger/A
Littonina scutaata Spionidae

Pot ydona tigni
Limpets Capitellidae

Capita& capitata
Ctepiduta convexa
Acmea petty.
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C'iecklist of Invertebrates Included in this Key (Continued)

ARTHROPODA

Branchiopoda

Cladocera (Water Fleas)

CHORDATES

Tunicates (Sea Squirts or
Sea Grapes)

Ciona
Bozmina ZonginortAZs Magwea manhattenz.i.z
Diaphanozoma bAachynum Styaa
Daphnia put.ex DipZozoma
Leptodma kind L.

Copepods

Copepods

Acantia clauzi
CycLopz veAnaLiz
Oithona Opp.

Eutekpina (zp.)
Diaptomuz novamexicanuz

Cirripedia

Barnacles

Baanuz app.

MalacOstracans

Mysidacea (Ghost or Opossum Shrimp)

Ncomyziz awatzchenziz, N. metcedi.z

Isopoda (Sowbugs)

Idothea (Pentidotea) woznezenzkii
GftoAimozphaekoma okegonenziz
Sphaetoma pentodon

Amphipoda (Scuds, Sand Fleas and Beach Hoppers)

Micuputopuz app.

Decapoda (Shrimp, Lobsters, Crabs)

Nantantia (Shrimp)

CAago (asp.) C. 4Aancizcmum, C. nigAicanda,
nigAomacutata

Pataemon mackodactytuz
HarigAapziz okegonenziz
HomigAapziz nuduz
PachygAapzuz otazzipez
Cancek magizteA
Pagunuz hitzutiuzcutuz
Cataanazza ceti4olcienisiz
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